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Static Induction Transistorl has al"ready realized in the forn of Low distortion audio transistor, of high power transistor of about zKW d.c. with the o(-cut
off frequency of about 7MHz, ancl of EHF transistor of about 3.7W a.c. at ZGHz.
And, also, the applications into the thyristor structure and into the integrated
circuit

seems promissing.

sinilar structure of pararelL electrodes with multichannel which is analogous to the vacuum tube triode, exactly l.ight house tube triode, was proposed by
watanabe et aL.2 in L950 and the space charge conduction laws in diode Leads also
in 1950, both foll.owed by UI.Shockley4 in 1952 of cyLindricaL structures, ho*u.,u",
any person has not yet succeeded to reaLize triode character reproducibly. Only
A
Zuleego succeeded to realize sinil.ar character which based on punch through in bipolar transistor which was unexpectedly realized by the surface diffusion in the
preparation of analogous transistor to vacuum tube triode, which was also folLowed
7
by Teszner/. Moreover, their"anal"og transistors'were published to show space charge
conduction law. The SIT which is exactly analogous structure to vacuum tube triode
shows exponential character folLowed by the effect of negative feed back and the
series resistan."l, ho*ever, restricted to keep the series channeL resistance as
snaLl as gr.rs 4 1..
Then we now have three types of transistors, the first one is usual bipolar
(BpT), the second is, so have ca!.led, FET and the third is this SIT, which shows
FET like characteristic about gate and BPT Like injection characteristics about
drain current. Therefore, the SIT summarized best point from both transistors ; BPT
a FET. Moreover, it has been clarified that the nagnitude of the channeL resistance
divide the characteristics into FET and sITl. Then the SIT corresponds to the extrene case of the FET with very smaLl channel resistance, which is enough to expect
the small tine constant between gate and source which is equival-ent to the fact
that the cut-off frequency is the highest and the noise is the least compared to
those of the FET & the BPT, as weLl as high transconductance and I'ow output inpedance caused fron the snal1 negative feed-back action.
About the structure of the gate, as same as FET, it can be very very highly
doped, which is restricted not to reduce the injection ratio f in the case of the
BPT. Therefore the gate series resistance, corresponding to the base resistance in
BpT, can be very low which pernit to prepare very large area and very long J.ength.
The
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In SIT and FET, the

structure can be extremely Low resistance along the gate,
noreover, nuLti-channel- structure nake it easier to prepare Large area devices,
cooporating with overwhelningly small capacitance between gate and channel compared
with that between base and enitter in BpT.
As a whole, the figure of rnerit is nearly the same about the iten of between
gate and drain, and about the structure of the gate, the FET & SIT are much
superior conpared with BPT. And about the structure between gate & source (base &
enitter), SIT is extremeLy superior conpared with BPT and better even with FET.
Then the SIT is expected to be the nost powerful devices even in EHF region.
Snall gate (base) resistance and high input impedance makes possibLe to real-ize
I'arge area devices. Figure L shows the top-viewed pattern of the actual SIT, which
can generate several Watts at ZGHz, Source is n-type, gate is p-type and both are
diffused from the surface with nask technology.
Another interesting feature of SIT is that the flowing current from source to
drain is squeezed by the backward bias of gate electrodes, therefore, the area ratio
of source to that of drain can be snalL, which should be larger than 1 in usual BpT.
This is also very convenient properties for high frequency appl.ication, because
the stray capacitance can be decreased by the introduction of mesa structure for
the drain. And noreover, the integration of SIT into integrated circuit seems also
very convenient by the same reasonrwhich helps to fasten the operating speed, in
addition to the very small tine constant of operation which depends on the products
arr. r, (where rs represents series channeL resistance).
Energy of operation of SIT Logic (SIL), including M0SSIL, is expected to be
very snaLL, because the point of operation is not after the saturation but only
over noise Leve1. Moreover, the differentiaL resistance at the operating point is
I'ow which is heLpful to have high speed, in the sane tine it has disadvantages nor
to show saturated node of operation. However, it can be caLcul.ated W.at is 6 x 10-3
tines snaLler compared with bipolar logic when it is assumed constract ff.
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